A reexamination of forward masking in the auditory nerve.
Forward masking, as measured behaviorally, is defined as an increase in a signal's detection threshold resulting from a preceding masker. Previously, forward masking in the auditory nerve has been measured as a reduction in the neural response to a signal when preceded by a masker. However, detection threshold depends on both the magnitude of the response to the signal and the variance of the response. Thus changes in detectability cannot be inferred from response reduction alone. Relkin and Pelli (1987) have described a two-interval forced-choice procedure that may be used to measure the threshold for the detection of a probe signal in recordings of spike counts in single auditory neurons. These methods have been used to study the forward masking of characteristic frequency probe tones by characteristic frequency maskers as masker intensity was varied. Although the masker does reduce the detectability of the probe tone, it was found that the threshold shifts are much less than those observed behaviorally, particularly for intense maskers. In part, the small threshold shifts can be attributed to the reduction in response variance following the masker, which is the result of the adaptation of spontaneous activity. These results imply that behavioral forward masking must result from suboptimal processing of spike counts from auditory neurons at a location central to the auditory nerve.